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Executive Summary
Resilient manufacturing systems require adaptable, trustable, and affordable
solutions in model-based engineering (MBE) and platform-based engineering
(PBE). Limited or poor geometric interoperability of the software supporting
manufacturing and other engineering activities within the product life cycle is
becoming a barrier not only for MBE but also curtails the potential benefits of
PBE. Using a query-based approach that is informed by the highly successful
systems strategy of service-oriented architecture (SOA), these barriers can be
overcome, suggesting the concepts of model interchangeability, interoperability,
and integration. We illustrate the proposed methodology on several geometric
interoperability tasks commonly arising in manufacturing.

1. Introduction
Manufacturing involves diverse activities, including design, analysis, fabrication, costing,
change management, supply chain management, after-sales support, etc. Most of these activities
require an extended geometry representation of the product which normally includes shape,
tolerances, and associated physical field information. Owing to their diversity, geometry
representations evolved into a multiplicity of shape representations suitable for the particular
manufacturing tasks. Those representations have differing degrees of abstraction and information
content. To play a role in digital manufacturing going forward, they have to collectively satisfy a
variety of requirements. Such requirements include the following:
1. The representations have to support the tasks efficiently. For example, when analyzing
the heat conductance of a jet engine burner casing, the representation has to support the
integration of the requisite equations well. If the engineer has to spend days just
extracting the necessary shape information from the representation, the shape
representation is inferior.
2. The representations have to satisfy the requirements articulated by the DARPA GRID
program, including supporting appropriate level of detail, supporting shape information at
various scales compactly, doing so in a trustworthy manner, and so on.
3. The representation has to be flexible and accommodate technological innovation.
The last point, while intuitively obvious, is rarely explicitly articulated. Yet it is crucial:
technological advance is a constant, amplified by global competition. If a representation cannot
accommodate it, artifacts represented by an inflexible schema become costly to manufacture and
maintain, and become a drag on the IT system of the manufacturing enterprise. For example,
consider a system unable to represent parametric designs. In such a system every design change
requires a costly modification of the previous design instance, whereas in systems that support
parametric design a change could be as simple as changing a few parameter values.

Geometric representations make up the digital DNA of modern manufacturing systems – from
conceptual design and model-based tools to rapid redesign and platform-based architecture –
and often determine adaptability, trustworthiness, and resilience of the whole manufacturing
enterprise.

Another example of a technological inflexibility is found in some corporate legacy systems
that record and archive product designs. Such systems may be predicated on the assumption that
a person is either authorized to peruse designs, or is not. This makes sense if the product design
is done by a single company. But when the product design is developed in partnership with other

corporations, then it is not clear whether an engineer of company B may see every part of the
design work of an engineer in company A. If company B is a foreign entity, then export
restrictions may apply, moreover. Such situations are increasingly common.
The range of shape representations in use is large. Consider the following five examples (see
Figure 1):
1. Point cloud: Such a representation only discloses a set of points and their relative location
in 3-space. Such representation might be the starting point in reverse engineering where
the points are measurements on the surface of a legacy part. Also, the points might be the
outcome of a metrological inspection of a critical part. By itself, the point cloud has no
surface information.
2. Tesselated, piecewise linear manifold: This representation is in use when rendering a part
using graphics hardware which is optimized for such a task. It could also be a
representation that arises as the next step in reverse engineering, representing an inferred
surface manifold, from a dense point cloud.
3. Coarsely tessellated surface: This representation may be the preparatory step for 3D
printing, or it could be the result of decimation of a fine tessellation, in preparation of
inferring smooth surface elements and sharp edges. It could also be used as surface
discretization for analysis and performance evaluation.
4. Boundary representation using curved surfaces such as NURBS: This representation is
used to model net shape of mechanical parts, of sculptured surfaces such as car bodies,
airplane wings, etc., but also of consumer goods such as plastic liquid containers or
architectural shapes. It would be used in discrete manufacturing wherever curved
functional or aesthetic surfaces are to be designed. The representation supports modelbased engineering (MBE).
5. Constraint- and feature-based parametric representations: Such representations typically
instantiate to curved-surface boundary representations. They capture a generic design
such as lies at the geometric foundation of platform-based engineering (PBE). The
instantiation process and its semantics may differ between Computer-Adided Design
(CAD) systems and its details are often closely guarded proprietary information.
Nevertheless, commercial translators capable of translating between some such
representations have been demonstrated.

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

Figure 1. Five geometry representation of relevance: (1) point cloud, (2) finely faceted,
(3) coarsely faceted, (4) boundary representation with NURBS, and (5) parametric representation.

Loosely speaking, we can associate the translation from the higher-numbered representations to
the lower-numbered ones with the process of evaluation. The process is deterministic and welldefined. The inverse process, translating a lower-numbered representation to a higher-numbered
one, is not well defined in the sense that the same lower-numbered representation may be
translated into a number of different higher-numbered representations. We call this translation
process shape comprehension as it adds inferred information and conceptualizes what is posited
as unexpressed information.
The five representations discussed seem to fit into a neat hierarchy where the process of
comprehension accretes more and more information with the represented shapes, and the process
of evaluation creates efficiencies for specific shape evaluation tasks. However, the hierarchy is
not linear. A finite-element mesh representation would not fit naturally into a linear spectrum,
and the relationship between representations in use, organized by the evaluation/shape
comprehension metaphor is more reasonably considered a graph.
Numerous shape representations are in use in manufacturing and are optimized for specific
purposes. The representations can be organized by attributes, such as evaluated-unevaluated,
implicit, parametric, etc. Integration and interoperability of the representations is needed for
effective digital manufacturing.

2. Geometric Interoperability
With the intensifying global competition, discrete manufacturing is evolving platform-based
engineering in which a family of products is designed and specific members of the family are
obtained by choosing parameter values and constraints. For example, a family of car designs
could share the power train and engine for versions that include sedans, coupes, cross-over cars,
and SUVs. In many of these cases, a single generic model can be designed that is instantiated
with different shape and performance parameters.
Platform-based engineering (PBE) requires a firm basis in model-based engineering (MBE).
Rudimentary forms of PBE and MBE emerge in industry, and the automotive industry employs
perhaps the most developed form of PBE. The weakness of the underlying MBE work relates to
1. Limited interchangeability and interoperability of product shape models constructed
in competing CAD systems (CATIA, Siemens NX, Wildfire, …)
2. Poor interoperability and integration between models used in different stages of
manufacturing, most notably in design and analysis systems
3. Inability to compare and validate model-based simulations against physical scenarios
(in order to assess trustworthiness of model-based engineering solutions).
These weaknesses are particularly pronounced in geometry creation, manipulation and analysis,
in the frame of product models. They hinder agility, making design modification and repurposing
difficult. They also hinder long-term archival of product models, a necessity given the longevity
of certain military platforms and the short life cycle of computing and software platforms.
The central role of geometry in product specification arises from the fact that it has to carry
the physical embodiment, design, analysis, manufacturing, and validation information.
Geometric interoperability spans all engineering activities in manufacturing.
Full geometric interoperability requires rigorous and standardized solutions to problems of
model interchangeability, model interoperability, and model integration.

The tepid support of geometric interoperability by the software houses has specific reasons
rooted in the business model and must be addressed indirectly. We propose an approach to
accomplishing this that takes its cue from the successful evolution of service-oriented
architecture (SOA) in commercial software development and deployment.1 Briefly, instead of
focusing on the translation of the proprietary data structures, particularly the data structures
specifying net shape, the SOA-inspired approach focuses on which queries should be supported
by a CAD, an analysis system, and other subsystem components in MBE. When properly
1

SOA Approach to Enterprise Integration for Product Lifecycle Management, IBM Redbook, International
Technical Support Organization, Oct., 2008.

implemented, the common repertoire of queries supports a wide range of interoperability
between systems and components that are based on very different underlying data structures and
algorithms. Specific advantages include:
1. Agility and adaptability, allowing improvements of algorithms, data structures, and
computing platform advances, as well as replacing subsystems.
2. Systematic and verifiable incorporation of product specification standards and legacy
solutions.
3. Robustness and trustworthiness, allowing vendors to fully exploit their proprietary
technology vis-à-vis repairing problems arising from mathematical imperfection of
the shape models.
4. Protection of proprietary code, a requirement of the software houses.
Geometric interoperability spans all activities within MBE and PBE. Limited CAD system
interoperability curtails platform-based design and is the consequence of a business model
adopted by the software houses. The limitations are amplified by proprietary shape
representations and proprietary algorithms for certain shape operations. A queries-based
approach to interoperability overcomes the critical problems.
We submit that a queries-based approach to interoperability overcomes the critical problems that,
to-date, stand in the way of implementing MBE to its full potential.

3. Parts and Model Interchangeability
Historically, mass production and the economies of scale came about from parts
interchangeability2. Without parts interchangeability, mass production is not affordable. Testing
whether a given part is fit to function in an assembly was originally accomplished by a set of
gauges. Soon after, the mathematical basis for part interchangeability came into existence with
the development and standardization of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T). This
basis allows a precise specification of nominal shape and tolerance zones. Any part whose net
manufactured shape is within the specified tolerance zones is fit to function and is
interchangeable with any other such shape, assuming a correct design.
Part interchangeability is the foundation of mass production. GD&T provide mathematical
basis for and enables the interchangeability.

2

D. Hounshell. From the American System toMass Production, 1800-1932. The Johns Hopkins University Press,
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Logically, ‘A is interchangeable with B’ is an equivalence relation.3 Conceptually, part
interchangeability rests on the notion of a “golden” master part. To make this precise, a few
definitions are needed. When we say that a part (as a physical artifact) A is interchangeable with
another part (as another physical artifact) B, we mean that A can be replaced by B without any
compromise of “form, fit, and function.” Then, in trade terms, A and B have the same part
number even though they may have different serial numbers. The equivalence relationship
postulated above for interchangeability is about the closest we come to rigorously defining a
“part number classification” scheme in industry.
Denote by G(A) the geometric (mathematical) model of a physical artifact A. G(A) will be
bounded by non-ideal geometric forms. Without committing to any specific representation of the
geometric model we will consider G(A) as a general point-set. We can now state the following:
1. If G(A) is congruent to G(B), then A is geometrically interchangeable with B because
congruence is an equivalence relation.
2. Even if G(A) is not congruent to G(B), which is the case in practice, engineers can still ensure
that A is geometrically interchangeable with B if both G(A) and G(B) are within some
allowable variation (that is, both of them are within a specified tolerance).
Until the end of the 19th century, the best practice was to keep a master (the golden) physical
artifact X and compare every newly manufactured physical artifact A to X. The led the widely
used practice of hard gauging4. In the early part of the 20th century, engineering drawings with
dimensioning and tolerancing notations slowly replaced the need for keeping a master physical
artifact X, but the practice of hard gauging continued for checking whether a manufactured
physical artifact A conformed to some of the specified tolerances. Today, hard gauging has been
replaced with the following concepts:
1. A geometric model G*(X) that contains the nominal geometric model G(X) bounded by ideal
geometric forms and augmented by allowable variability information such as different types
of tolerances. Here X is the mythical golden part that can never be realized but lives only in
the imagination of the engineer.
2. A geometric model G(A) of a manufactured artifact A that is created by making
measurements on A.
a) To make the measurements, usually a measurement plan is first devised by
identifying various surface features on the manufactured artifact A, and deciding how
many points should be sampled on particular surface features and where they should
be sampled. This process can be deemed to be the evaluation process, which typically
results in a set of segmented point clouds. So, in this process, a representation of G(A)
is created.

3

Formally, this means that the relation ‘A is interchangeable with B’ is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
In reality, there will be several hard gauges for the same part, each gauge checking a different critical feature on
some physical artifact.
4

i. In this evaluation process, several queries are made on G*(X). A nonexhaustive list of queries is given below:
ii. Critical dimensions queries. How many critical dimensions are in G*(X) and
where are they located?
iii. Datum queries. What are the datum features and where are they located in
G*(X)? How many datum systems are defined with them?
iv. Form tolerance queries. How many critical form tolerances are specified in
G*(X) and where are they located? What are the types of these form
tolerances?
v. Relative position tolerance queries. How many critical parallelism,
perpendicularity, angularity, and location tolerances are specified in G*(X) and
where are they located?
b) After the measurements are made, each point cloud segment in G(A) is subjected to a
fitting algorithm to determine if the feature represented by the cloud of points is
within the tolerance specifications contained in G*(X). This process can be deemed to
be the comprehension process.
i. In this comprehension process, several queries are made on G*(X) as well. A
non-exhaustive list of queries is given below:
ii. What is the tolerance value associated with the dimension in G*(X) that is
being verified?
iii. What is the tolerance value associated with the geometric tolerance in G*(X)
that is being verified?
In the context of geometric models discussed above, we examine the notions of
interchangeability and interoperability of geometric representations in CAD systems. This
obliges us to distinguish between a mathematical shape model, as ideal point set, and concrete
models, as point sets represented in a CAD system. The latter are data structures, augmented
with additional information such as geometric dimensions and tolerances.
Model interchangeability is a natural extension of part interchangeability and is the foundation
of geometric interoperability. A mathematical basis for model interchangeability, as
represented in a particular CAD system, requires the notions of Turing-type equivalence with
respect to evaluation and comprehension processes.

Consider the (augmented) geometric model C_G*(X) authored in a CAD system C, and the
(augmented) geometric model N_G*(X) authored in a different CAD system N, both purporting
to describe the same design. From the perspective of manufacturing interchangeable parts, can
we assume these two models C_G*(X) and N_G*(X) are also interchangeable – that is, can we
replace one with the other? The answer seems to rest with a Turing-type test we can conduct on
these models. If both return the same answers to the same queries posed in the evaluation and the

comprehension processes described above, then we can consider these models to be
interchangeable (for the specific purpose of manufacturing interchangeable parts). This can be
attempted by directly translating the shape representation, via STEP translators today. It should
also be possible to translate these procedures into corresponding algorithms that check whether a
given digital shape model is within tolerance. However, there are gaps in the underlying
mathematics that research has yet to close.

4. Model Interoperability and Integration
Geometric models of mechanical components and systems support modern production across
all disciplines, and can no longer be viewed as a mere supporting activity. Geometric models
themselves are designed, analyzed, inspected, exchanged, assembled, and maintained – virtually,
in software – throughout the entire product life cycle. For model-based engineering,
interchangeability, interoperability, and integration of geometric models is an extension of the
widely accepted principle of interchangeability in manufacturing. Just like interchangeability of
manufactured mechanical components was critical for emergence of the modern mass production
and manufacturing enterprise, interoperability of virtual models is critical to digital, model-based
engineering. In particular, interoperability is required for
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

model exchange between heterogeneous subsystems,
assessment of trustworthiness of model-based solutions,
integration of CAD with analysis, and
agility that eases the way for repurposing and incorporating technical advances.

The first two challenges reduce to the problem of model interchangeability discussed in the
last section. When judging whether model X satisfies specifications prescribed by a given model
Y we use the part interchangeability methodology. Here it is irrelevant whether X is an electronic
or a physical model. If X is electronic, interchangeability means that X is an acceptable transfer
of Y, a goal of CAD interoperability. If X is a physical part, interchangeability means that the
part correctly embodies the specification Y. Finally, if X is an FEA (Finite Element Analysis)
model and Y a geometry model, then certification (that is, some form of formal endorsement)
means an appropriate translation of Y to X. These considerations mean that legacy models can be
integrated if they can be the object of the needed queries. Again, no proprietary data structures
have to be deciphered and analyzed.
Model interoperability and model integration extend the principle of model interchangeability
in support of model-based and platform-based engineering.

The last two problems require more advanced form of geometric interoperability, beyond the
concept of model interchangeability. Ability to incorporate technical advances assumes a built-in
capacity for communication between present and future systems; and integration of CAD models
and analysis models requires that the two models not only can communicate, but also can be
combined to produce new model-based solutions.
Consider whether the (augmented) geometric model C_G*(X) authored in a CAD system C
can interoperate with the geometric model H_G(A) created in a CAI (Computer-Aided
Inspection) system H. Instead of replacing C_G*(X) with H_G(A), we will investigate the
information content of the models indirectly, by querying them for basic geometric data
contained in the model. Loosely speaking, ‘M1 is interoperable with M2’ if M1 and M2 can talk to
each other – this can be called semantic interoperability. More precisely, we will argue that
C_G*(X) is interoperable with H_G(A) if the queries posed by H_G(A) are answered by C_G*(X)
in some verifiably correct way – this is a model trustworthiness issue.
When ‘M1 is integrated with M2’ it usually produces a new solution or service involving a
new model that may be called M3. Depending on the degree of integration – whether it is loose
or tight – the integration may involve answering a small set of simple queries or answering a
large set of complex queries. It has often been argued that tight integration is achieved when M1
and M2 also share the same data models, but this argument is not sustainable in the presences of
heterogeneous models, systems, and rapid technological advances.
While many of such queries exist in vendors’ APIs, they have not been standardized. This
standardization involves research that will draw on parallels between classical interchangeability
and the present challenges of interoperability. It will be simpler for vendors to implement new
queries than to perfect model translators. Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T) is the
fundamental technology that supports and enables the widely implemented principles of
interchangeability in terms of three critical tasks:
1. Formal syntax for specification of shape variability;
2. Measurement and evaluation of variability; and
3. Interpretation and comprehension of measurements
In many ways, the proposed research can be guided by developing GD&T-like principles for
virtual models. This work would catalogue queries relevant to the application area and ascertain
that they be adequately supported by the representation. Adequacy should be quantified utilizing
GD&T technology. For example, when assessing if model X in one CAD system is usable in
place of another model Y (not necessarily in a different system), the part interchangeability
principles may be extended to model interoperability using shape evaluation and comprehension
queries.
Query-based model interoperability accommodates vendor concerns keeping proprietary code
confidential. It responds well to customer needs and can adjust to technological innovation,
both in geometry representations and algorithms, as well as in novel manufacturing processes,
materials and designs.

5. An Integrative Interoperability Example (CADAnalysis Integration)
To illustrate the concepts sketched in the previous section, consider as example the
performance analysis of a part design. The part must be designed with a CAD system the
engineering enterprise is comfortable with, usually a choice prescribed by the prime contractor to
its suppliers. Next, the problem of analyzing performance has to be specified. Here, the
traditional approach is to spend a substantial effort on discretizing the part shape by a suitable,
boundary-conforming mesh. The mesh must satisfy certain quality measure criteria so as to
maximize the achievable accuracy with the chosen analysis system. The criteria for judging the
quality of the analysis mesh arise from the nature of the physical problem; e.g., CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics), heat transfer, etc.; and also from purely geometric
considerations, such as aspect ratio, element diameter, and so on. Fully automated generation of
high quality meshes is a problem that remains a research issue.
One of the main challenges in CAD/analysis integration is that analysis systems (FEA, CFD,
etc.) and CAD systems use different underlying geometry representations that are fundamentally
are not interchangeable. CAD systems are standardized on boundary representations and are
well equipped to handle variable geometric precision, small features, and tolerate geometric
inaccuracies, whereas most analysis systems assume perfect and simplified geometry that must
be then converted into a 3D mesh. Translation between those different data formats is
computationally challenging and error-prone. Thus, we must look for other ways to achieve
interoperability between CAD and analysis models and to integrate the two in order to obtain the
solutions to the analyses problems. We want to side-step direct translation of the data structures,
which is an onerous task. We avoid direct translation by standardizing on an appropriate set of
shape queries and standardizing the responses. The viability of our approach has been
demonstrated recently by a fully automated interoperability experiment for structural analysis.5
First, the required boundary conditions and physical parameters are specified. Ideally, the
association of boundary conditions is linked back to the CAD model so that the association can
persist across design modifications, requiring interoperability of design and analysis that is tight
and can be realized using a waterfall approach. After analysis, the resulting field must be
interpreted and visualized, necessitating a renewed effort of integrating analysis and geometric
(graphical) models. The analysis may result in design modifications that are done at the CAD
side. This cycle is only semi-automated, error-prone, and costly, requiring multiple shape
representation conversions that inject inaccuracies. For complex models, the meshing step tends
to dominate the cycle time. The step is also closely tied to the representation particulars that the
meshing algorithm has to understand and account for.

5
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The fundamental principle of interoperability between shape design and analysis is to delegate
all geometric queries to the original native CAD model and all analysis computations to a
separate analysis model responsible for all analysis computations. A commercial strength
implementation of this procedure for stress analysis has recently become available.

Using queries, the CAD-analysis interoperability and integration steps can be accomplished
without having to understand an opaque CAD representation or the (often proprietary)
algorithms interpreting the data structures. Using queries, the information inherent in a data
structure can be revealed without breaching proprietary walls and requiring disclosure of trade
secrets. Moreover, when the functionality of the SOA interface is standardized, a task that
partitions the standardization into small, tractable segments, software subsystems can be
interchanged. We explain with the example of part analysis how this works, what the various
queries would be, and which ones belong to CAD and which ones to analysis.
In the example, we utilize a new technology6 that simplifies the creation of an analysis
representation and substantially speeds up the design cycle in the process. The fundamental
principle of the interoperability between the two models is to delegate all geometric
computations to the original native CAD model and all analysis computations to a separate
analysis model responsible for all analysis computations. The analysis procedure integrates the
two representations at run time using appropriate interoperable queries in order to compute
solution to an analysis problem. Figure 2 illustrates this concept for stress analysis, where the
CAD model is a boundary representation and the analysis model is a linear combination of Bsplines on a uniform non-conforming grid. More generally, the analysis model may or may not
rely on a mesh, but the CAD model is never explicitly converted into a mesh or restrained by
meshing.

Figure 2. Mesh-free solution procedure combines CAD model with analysis model via queries at
run time.

6
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An implementation of such a system is shown in Figure 2 which details the general architecture
as well as the types of required queries for the common problem of linear stress analysis. In this
case, the CAD model includes geometric and material model of a solid which is restrained and
subjected to surface and body loads. The analysis system assumes that the solution of the
problem (displacements, stresses) will be approximated by a linear combination of basis
functions. To compute the coefficients of the basis functions, the system integrates over the
surface and body of the solid and produces a system of linear equations that is subsequently
solved for coefficients of the basis functions. The specific integrands are shown in blue next
to the corresponding integration tasks in Figure 3. For concreteness, consider specific tasks and
queries required to solve analysis problem with approximately
basis functions
(elements).
Task: Specify and query boundary conditions (loads, restraints, etc.)
This is a straightforward requirement. However, to support PBE, the boundary conditions should
be associated with faces of the CAD system. To do so, persistent face identifiers must be
available by query. Minimally, persistence extends across part modifications that arise in
response to small design changes. In the context of PBE, however, a stronger notion of
persistence is necessary, as explained later.

Figure 3.Query-based architecture of a mesh-free analysis system.

Task: Find distance to faces and query pointmembership
The boundary conditions (restraints) are enforced using distance-to-face computations. For some
faces this could be written in analytic/closed form, but more generally the distance can be
sampled. On the order of 10 distance and possibly point-membership computations (PMC)
would be used to sample each restrained face.
Task: Enable adaptive subdivision
Integration algorithms rely on adaptive subdivision in order to generate the Gauss points at
which the functions will be sampled. Assuming 10 elements, e.g., tri-variate B-splines, this
can be achieved in several ways. One method would require 10 Box/Boundary intersections
and
10 Ray/Boundary intersections. Everything can be accomplished using PMCs.
However, as these queries are made many times, they must be implemented efficiently.
Task: Basis functions and distance samplings
Basis functions, derivatives, and distances need to be sampled perhaps 10 times in order to
assemble the linear equation system whose evaluation is the basis for integrating the differential
equations governing the analysis. Again, an efficient implementation is crucial.
Task: Surface integration and Visualization
Surface integration and visualization require constructing triangular meshes for some faces, a
standard operation in most CAD and graphics systems. Surfaces integration involves summing
roughly
10 samples of integrand functions (for example, surface loads) over this mesh.
Visualization is similar to surface integration, except that the function samples are not summed
but are used to interpolate the functions over the triangles in the surface mesh.
Using these queries, the analysis can proceed in the usual fashion. A commercial strength
implementation of this procedure for stress analysis of popular Rhinoceros modeler has recently
become available.7In addition to eliminating the bottleneck of meshing, the query-based
implementation of analysis is tolerant and robust with respect to geometric errors, noise, and
small features as illustrated in Figure 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Query based mesh-free procedure is robust and tolerant: (a) stress analysis of noisy
polygonal David’s model; (b) model of pedal contains numerous geometric errors in its boundary
representation; (c) piston model contains numerous small feature and complex surface topology.

Importantly, the query-based approach also supports legacy solutions for situations where
particular CAD or analysis software components must be used. For example, the intersection of
two parametric surface patches is often represented by three approximate curves: two delimiting
the trimmed area in the parameter spaces of the intersecting patches, the third an approximation
of the intersection in 3-space. The three curves are not in exact agreement. The CAD system that
created the three curves did so based on proprietary algorithms and the vendor made every effort
to deliver consistent and correct answers to the (internal) line/solid queries. This means that the
errors of translating the geometry to an FEA domain model can be avoided if we base the
conversion on CAD vendor implemented queries whose output is used to build the FEA model.

Query-based geometry representations are demonstrably agile, enabling models to interoperate and be integrated without a need to understand system architecture or details. The
approach holds promise to parallelize design and analysis and exploit high-performance

6. Support for Resilient Manufacturing
Resilient manufacturing systems require adaptable, trustworthy, and affordable solutions in
model-based engineering (MBE) and platform-based engineering (PBE). Platform-based
engineering designs a generic platform that can be instantiated to specific model-based design
solution variants in response to change requirements, circumstances, and missions. Its promise is
agility and its success depends on accomplished design. To support the expert designer, the
software environment must integrate a broad array of functionality, by federating a variety of
subsystems. Geometric interoperability is a must, as is predictability of instantiation.

Without a firm footing in model-based engineering, platform based engineering cannot
achieve its full potential of quickly reconfiguring assemblies in response to changed
requirements. As we demonstrated in case of design-analysis integration, MBE requires interoperability of component systems and must provide comprehensive support for the
implementation of interchangeability principles. Furthermore, PBE activities span a much wider
spectrum of engineering tasks encompassing the whole product life cycle, and including design,
analysis, manufacturing, and maintenance. Thus, at the very least, MBE must support PBE in the
following ways:
1. Design: Specifications of designs that promote variants that functionally serve new
requirements. Such variants must be viable CAD models and (possibly heterogeneous)
material distributions (fields) derived from existing designs or from generic designs by
suitable parameter valuations. Variant models must have persistence, by which is meant
that the information content, including manufacturing specifications, GD&T, etc., is
preserved across variants.
2. Analysis: The variant models must facilitate performance (re)analysis with little or no
extra effort, which in turn will drive redesign and adaptation of products within the PBE
scope. Analysis models require representation of physical fields (defined over the
geometry) for computation, archiving, training, and response comprehension.
3. Manufacturing: GD&T specifications, and other required information, needs to be
correctly instantiated in the variant and systematically employed to support
manufacturing activities within PBE. Since variants may have different shape structures,
persistence is not straightforward to achieve.
In each of these three domains we categorize the associated queries into three types, evaluation,
comprehension, and variation of extended geometry models. Below we briefly discuss how the
query-based approach supports these important requirements in the context of resilient systems.
Modularity & Adaptability
The query-based approach must support the transfer of a model from one system to another, as
needed, and the change of the design parameters so as to, automatically, derive a new design
shape. Transfer from the CAD to the analysis subsystems, for designs variants, has already been
discussed.
Construction of variant shapes is complicated by the fact that certain shape features depend
on ones constructed earlier in the design process in reference to specific shape elements that may
not be present in the variant. Thus, design steps in PBE have to be abstracted, an example of
shape comprehension. The generic design, obtained as this abstraction, can be transferred to
another CAD system using a sequential process that walks through the design history, of the
source CAD system, and querying the parameters of the design step, selects a corresponding

By using a set of standardized and persistent queries to parse the structure of the CAD model,
an equivalent model can be built in the receiving system, bypassing the bottlenecks of model
translation and system interfacing.
design step in the receiving system. Persistent shape element identification, pioneered by us,8 is a
key technology in this process. In addition, GD&T specifications are associated with specific
shape elements and likewise must be transferred using persistence technology. The same holds
for material properties, analysis boundary conditions, and for surface finish specifications. Once
instantiated, the shape can be evaluated and rendered as before in MBE. Persistent shape
identification is a research topic.
The firms in the supply chain of the automotive industry use different CAD systems. When
specifying parts and subassemblies to be built in the supply chain, one can translate a model
from one CAD system to another. International standards have been created to facilitate this
translation, yet the process remains imperfect and error-prone. By using a set of standardized
queries to parse the structure of the CAD model, an equivalent interchangeable model can be
built in the receiving system, refocusing the STEP standards for translation of models on
standardizing fundamental queries. This query-based approach has been demonstrated
successfully when a CAD vendor converted their customers’ CAD models from the ACIS
geometry engine to the Parasolid geometry kernel. This near-automated conversion validates our
approach and argues for preferring it over data translation, a technology that continues to
struggle with the problem. An initial set of standardized queries for parametric product models
was proposed early on,9and inspired effective commercial data exchange solutions.10 A complete
and extensible solution for integration that includes multi-level, multi-scale, and parametric
models is required to support MBE and PBE framework.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness of PBE implementations involves two separate but related challenges:
validation of specific MBE/PBE solutions against physical ground truth, and trustworthiness of
the multi-component PBE solution as a whole. Both challenges can be supported by the proposed
query-based approach.
Certification of virtual solutions against physical ground truth is a key ingredient in developing
trusted solutions. It requires validating and analyzing the sensory data using appropriate
comprehension queries. This need arises in all stages of PBE. For example, shape comprehension
queries allow a more voluminous data set or more primitive model, such as a point cloud, be
synthesized into a higher level construct, such as a cylindrical face or a NURBS patch.
Similarly, analysis solutions are validated against physical prototypes as well as experiments that
8
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produce large amounts physical field data (material properties, temperatures, stresses, velocities,
accelerations, and so on). In manufacturing, this activity includes verifying that parts and
assemblies satisfy the GD&T specifications, and constructing part models from physical
artifacts; i.e., reverse engineering.
Resilient systems require tolerant architecture that supports model interchangeability,
interoperability, and integration in component systems, which are at the very heart of the
proposed query-based approach.

Invariably, comprehension and certification of virtual solutions must make assumptions11
because the synthesis imputes additional information or purpose. Such assumptions must be
explicitly characterized and included in the underlying MBE solutions. When dealing with
sensory data, trustworthiness includes assessing whether sensory data is consistent with
assumptions and that the controller software remains uncompromised.12
Trustworthiness of PBE solution as a whole may be achieved in several ways. An obvious
approach is to perform validation of virtual solutions against specific instances as described
above. However, this approach may not scale or generalize to other solutions within PBE. A
more resilient approach involves a tolerant architecture that supports model integration and
interoperability in component subsystems. Consistency of solutions generated/predicted by
different components for multiple instances builds confidence and provides an additional degree
of assurance in computed solutions. Integration and interoperability of system components is at
the very heart of the proposed query-based approach.

7. Classification of Queries and Technical Issues in PBE
Our query-based approach confers important advantages when suitably standardized: It
neatly side-steps technical challenges that arise when translating CAD or analysis
representations. It also aligns well with the business model of the industry, so expecting
acceptance in practice is realistic. All support queries can be categorized as queries of evaluation,
of comprehension, and of variation or variability. They have been illustrated in Section 4 with
the help of a detailed example how to accelerate the design cycle using the query approach.
PBE support queries extend the MBE support queries in several ways. As illustrated, the
design/analysis/redesign/manufacturing cycle has to be supported in such a way that adjustments
11
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during redesign and design variation minimizes user effort. This motivates not only shape
parameterization, but parameterization of analysis and inspection requirements and
specifications. The queries again fall into the three categories of evaluation, comprehension and
variation.
We have also observed a strong analogy between GD&T, shape, and fields regards queries of
evaluation, comprehension and variation. This analogy can help guide the standardization effort
in the other domain. This is appropriate, since GD&T is a fundamental basis underlying discrete
manufacturing. Let us sketch the parallels.
Variation queries:






Product shape models are structured – either parametrically or variationally. Such a
structure, perhaps in the context of the history of how the shape evolved, informs which
variations of the shape come about when changing model parameters. Key shape
variation queries include robust generation of variant shapes within the family of
geometric models, and ability to determine whether a given geometric model belongs to a
specified product family. Standardizing these queries, a basis of agility, is a key research
area on which PBE depends.
Field variation would consider how the characteristic fields (material, stress, heat
conductance, etc.) depend on the variations in design parameters and, consequently, the
performance characteristics. It subsumes shape, configuration, and topology optimization.
More complex, and more rewarding, would be to investigate how the field structure
varies across variant designs.
GD&T principles include a formal language and standards for specifying product
variability for interchangeability in assembly. The key principles are relatively well
understood; they support parametric, free-form, and statistical notions of variability.
GD&T principles and standards are evolving with the advances in manufacturing
practices. This is an ongoing research effort13.

Evaluation queries




13

For shape, the queries are point/line/surface-solid intersection and classification,
sampling of specific areas of the shape model surface, distance computations and other
fundamental geometric and topological queries. These queries may be combined to
develop more complex queries, e.g. boundary evaluation for parametric feature-based
design.
For field evaluation, typical queries are to evaluate scalar, vector or tensor values, as well
as their derivatives and integrals, at point locations using a chosen evaluation algorithm
subject to boundary conditions and constraints (design, analysis model, material
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composition). The sampled values at points can be used to interpolate and approximate
values elsewhere. The analogy includes to measure surface points, using appropriate
devices and sensors.
In traditional GD&T practice, evaluation queries correspond to inspection and tolerance
measurements on manufactured components. When generalized slightly, they can be used
to determine whether geometric models satisfy the product specification using shape
comprehension queries, or performance requirements, using queries of field
comprehension.

Comprehension queries:






For shapes, these queries maybe used to determine if a collection of evaluation queries is
sufficient for representing a geometric model and if the represented model is consistent
with one that is assumed or specified. In this sense, shape comprehension can be thought
of as an inverse of shape evaluation. Shape comprehension queries are critical in reverse
engineering, shape analysis, and in required representation conversions.
Field comprehension queries include the analysis of critical points, separatrices, and
approximating temporal behavior. Whether field data (scalar, vector, tensor) arises from
sensors, from measurements or from analysis computations, the data delivered needs to
be aggregated and integrated. As example, consider a vortex-free vector field. Such a
field can be modeled as the gradient field of a height function F, which can, in turn, be
approximated by a NURBS surface. This would lead to an intuitive understanding of the
field’s structure. Other types of queries, at a more local level, might ask where the critical
points are located, of what type they are, and how they impact the field structures.
In traditional GD&T, shape comprehension in part inspection seeks to determine whether
a surface is adequately sampled and whether it is consistent with the nominal product
specification. Thus, these queries can yield a practical definition of CAD model
interoperability that avoids onerous technical issues that have beset CAD model
translators for decades.

The needed queries are of three types: evaluation, comprehension and variation. They apply
to three domains: shape data, field data, and geometric dimensioning and tolerancing. Some
queries, needed to support platform engineering require research to efficiently realize them.
We posit that existing technology can already provide partial but highly effective support for
MBE and PBE. Nevertheless, technical advances are needed for comprehensive and efficient
implementation in each category of queries.
For variation queries, a key technical issue is the concept of persistence, the mechanism by
which to identify and cross-associate analogous features of shape, performance and
requirements. Defining these cross-variant analogues and devising associated mapping
algorithms is a research issue that must be addressed.

For evaluation queries the challenges include a precise query semantics that is implemented
efficiently. As we noted before, massive numbers of such queries are issued when integrating
models across system boundaries. Here, multi-core and massively parallel architectures can play
a significant role. Ideally, queries would align well with the vendors’ business model, since they
do not require translating model repositories but retain the continued use of the vendor software
to execute queries as needed.
Finally, comprehension queries need to be anchored in sound mathematical foundations that
illuminate field structure in a concise and intuitive way. Significant research has focused on the
singularity structure of fields.14 This work assumes precise field equations and field evaluation.
Typically, field data is of limited accuracy, whether due to sensory noise for acquired data or due
to computational precision limitations, for instance in highly turbulent flow fields. It needs to be
complemented by multi-scale approximations that allow understanding field structure at varying
levels of detail.

8. Summary
We have outlined a query-based approach that addresses key issues of geometric
interoperability: model interchangeability, model interoperability and model integration of in
manufacturing. This has been done without invalidating the business model of the software
houses that play a central role in realizing the potential of MBE and PBE, and it differentiates
access in a way that data exchange cannot. This means that trustworthy engineering can be
realized better with this approach than by relying on translating heterogeneous data structures in
use today for model representation.
The approach requires focused research that builds on prior work by us and others so as to
realize the value of query-based interoperability. Included is a consequential symmetry between
physical artifact, digital model and sensor data. Such symmetry supports the growing confluence
of traditionally separate disciplines.
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